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When star NDP candidate Mike Byers passionately blurted out “We have to do 
something to address the climate change crisis, we need to do so now.  We need to go 
after the big polluters, we need to shut the tar sands down”, an electric shock went 
through the crowd at the all-candidates forum at the University of British Columbia in 
late September 2008.  The rookie NDP candidate and renowned professor of international 
law had simply dared to say the unspeakable truth about the tar sands.  After being 
summarily denounced by all other candidates at the event, including the Green Party, Dr. 
Byers’s words made headline news across Canada.  A week later, Byers back-pedalled by 
wishing that he had said “wind down the tar sands by the year 2050” instead.  But by then 
the die had already been cast. 
 
Flashback two years to the early summer of 2006, when another respected politician Peter 
Lougheed, former premier of Alberta, described the tar sands as a “mess” after touring 
the gargantuan open pits and tailings ponds north of Fort McMurray by helicopter and 
called for an immediate moratorium for new project approvals.  Lougheed, who had 
played a key role in setting up the then-government subsidized Syncrude tar sands project 
in the 1970’s, had uttered a previously unspeakable word that shattered the politically-
correct wishy washy cabbage talk of most mainstream “environmentalists” who had only 
quite recently issued a joint declaration calling for a kinder and gentler tar sands.  To its 
credit, the Sierra Club of Canada was the only major environmental organization that 
dared call for a moratorium on the tar sands prior to Lougheed’s pronouncement.   
 
After being caught flat-footed by Lougheed, a Conservative politician once known as the 
“Petroleum Czar of Alberta”, the big green machine of institutionalized 
“environmentalism” was left with no choice but to scramble and catch-up.  Almost 
immediately, the word “moratorium” was on just about everybody’s lips, including the 
Pembina Institute and the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS) and a “No 
New Approvals” campaign was underway.  Although expressing grave concerns about 
the tar sands, the World Wildlife Fund of Canada, Ducks Unlimited, the Canadian Boreal 
Initiative, and the International Boreal Conservation Campaign, have strangely enough 
never been able to bring themselves to utter the dreaded moratorium word. 
 
The most curious links between these so-called environmental organizations and their 
multi-billion dollar funder, the Pew Charitable Trusts of Philadelphia, have been 
documented in detail in the pages of Canadian Dimension, the Edmonton news weekly 
VUE and The Dominion Paper of Canada.  Suffice to say that it was the Pew family 
company Sun Oil Ltd. (later called Sunoco), which built Suncor, the very first large-scale 
tar sands project in 1967.  Sunoco sold its shares in Suncor in 1995 for $5.9 billion to 



concentrate on the more profitable refining and retail aspects of the petroleum industry.  
Today, Sunoco refineries in Ohio are major processors of synthetic crude from the tar 
sands while pipeline extensions are planned to Sunoco refineries in the Pew home turf of 
Philadelphia.   The majority of the Board of Directors of the Pew Charitable Trusts today 
includes a current board member of Sunoco, the former CEO/President of Sunoco, and 
assorted Pew family members whose vast personal fortunes flow from Sunoco. 
 
Even if a moratorium on new project approvals were enacted today, the area of boreal 
forest disturbed by open pit mining would still double in size.  The current land area 
obliterated by open pit mining is about 562 square kilometres or about the size of the 
built-up area of the city of Calgary.  New projects that have already been approved by the 
Alberta government would double this sacrifice zone to about 1,162 square kilometres or 
twice the built-up area of the city of Calgary.  This does not include the thousands of 
linear kilometres of roads, steam and tar (bitumen) pipelines, as well as associated plants 
and facilities for existing and already approved “in-situ” steam injection projects, which 
are generally south of the more infamous open pit mines.  These “in-situ” projects sprawl 
across almost the entire width of northern Alberta all the way from Peace River, to 
Wabasca, and to Cold Lake.  Despite their smaller physical footprint compared to the 
open pit mines, the “in-situ” projects still destroy vast areas of wildlife habitat by 
breaking up the boreal forest into smaller and smaller fragments leading to the extirpation 
of sensitive species like woodland caribou, which are classified as “threatened” under the 
federal Species at Risk Act.  
 
Even if a moratorium on new project approvals were enacted today, the volume of tar-
like bitumen extracted per day would still almost triple.  Currently, the open pit and “in-
situ” tar sands combined produce about 1.4 million barrels of bitumen per day.   The 
Alberta government has already approved an additional production of about 2.2 million 
barrels per day.  Within the next decade, the existing and approved projects would 
therefore increase production to over 3.6 million barrels of bitumen per day.  This level 
of production from existing and approved projects would come at a huge environmental 
cost. 
 
.  Even if a moratorium on new project approvals were enacted today, the volume of 
water consumed by the open pit mines from the Athabasca River and dumped into 
colossal tailings ponds would still almost double from the current volume of 370 million 
cubic metres of water per year. This is approximately three times the volume of water 
required to meet the municipal needs of Calgary, a city of almost one million people, for 
a year.  Even by using water more efficiently, existing and approved open pit tar sands 
projects will still increase water diversions to over 529 million cubic metres of water per 
year, representing over half of the Athabasca river’s winter low flow. 
 
To separate the tar-like bitumen from the sand in the open pit projects or to steam it out 
from the ground in the “in-situ” projects, natural gas is burned to create steam.  More 
natural gas must then be converted to hydrogen to upgrade the tar-like bitumen into 
synthetic crude oil.  Even if a moratorium on new project approvals were enacted today, 
natural gas consumption by the tar sands would still more than double from a current rate 



about 0.8 billion cubic feet per day to about 2.0 billion cubic feet per day.  The maximum 
planned capacity of the Mackenzie Valley pipeline, which would industrialize the still-
pristine north to a carbon copy of Alberta, is only 1.8 billion cubic feet per day.  The 
planned construction of the 48-inch “North-Central Corridor” jumbo pipeline from north-
western Alberta to north-eastern Alberta is specifically designed to divert the entire flow 
of the Mackenzie Valley and Alaska natural gas pipelines to feed the tar sands. 
 
Burning all this natural gas makes the tar sands almost three times more greenhouse gas 
intensive than the production of conventional oil.   Even if a moratorium on new project 
approvals were enacted today, greenhouse gas emissions would still more than double 
from about 30 million tonnes per year to about 75 million tonnes per year, even with 
improvements in energy efficiency.  This represents over one quarter of Canada’s “Kyoto 
Gap” of about 270 million tonnes even before the synthetic crude oil is refined into 
gasoline and burned in cars! 
 
The call for a moratorium and no new approvals is really a capitulation that involves 
accepting that the overall environmental devastation wrought by the tar sands will 
generally double over the next decade.  For good measure, the Pew-funded gang green 
machine has thrown in even more false hopes and distractions.  The Pembina Institute 
continues to peddle the illusion of a “carbon-neutral” tar sands by using “carbon offsets”, 
which are the environmental equivalent of Enron’s future value accounting.  The 
Canadian Boreal Initiative, a Pew front-group, is now advocating so-called “biodiversity 
offsets”, where industry protects some less-valuable lands elsewhere in exchange for 
obliterating the boreal forest of the tar sands.  The real world of nature and climate 
simply doesn’t care about these voodoo economics.  An acre of forest destroyed is simply 
an acre of forest destroyed and a ton of carbon released is simply a ton of carbon 
released. 
 
The real solution to the climate crisis and oil depletion demands an emergency program 
of tremendous energy conservation and oil rationing, which most definitely involves 
shutting down the tar sands.  We simply don’t have the luxury of “winding down” the tar 
sands by the year 2050 as we slowly reduce our greenhouse gas emissions by 80%.  As 
pointed out by David Hughes, retired geologist from the Geological Survey of Canada, at 
the current rate of growth the tar sands in the open pit mining area will be completely 
depleted by 2045 anyway..  And all the next generation will be left with will be scorched 
earth and poisoned water broiling under a blazing sky.         
  
One can only hope that Dr. Byers’s original call to shut down the tar sands -- alongside 
respected journalist and  climate campaigner George Monbiot -- might today have a 
similarly brazening and emboldening effect on those environmentalists, trade unionists, 
public interest groups, and even political parties who so eagerly adopted the earlier calls 
for a moratorium.    
 
 
      
 




